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Abstract. This paper addresses the following question: What is the complexity of sorting n numbers 
x,, . , x,, (by comparisons), if it is known in advance that x,, , x,, are all sums of up to d out 
of m numbers (n =&,sTsd(:l))? 
A lower bound due to Fredman concerning “Sorting X + I”’ is extended to the following result: 
Let d z 2 be fixed, n, m as above. Then every comparison tree for n inputs that sorts all inputs 
of the form (CY-ts w,/S~{l,___, m}, ISlSd), for ~EIW”‘, has depth n(md) = n(n). This lower 
bound is optimal. Furthermore, the case of sorting all subset sums of a vector is considered 
(d = m): Let n = 2”‘. Then every comparison tree for n inputs that sorts all inputs of the form 
(xrcS w, 1 S G { 1, . , m}), w E R”‘, has depth 2 2 “““’ = a( n”3). This lower bound is exponentially 
larger than those previously known for this problem. 
1. Introduction 
One of the most thoroughly studied computational problems is the sortingproblem: 
given a sequence x = (x, , . . . , x,) of objects from some linearly ordered domain 
(usually a set of numbers), determine its ordertype, that means, find a permutation 
7rof{l,..., n} that satisfies x,(r) G * * * s x,(,). A natural computational model for 
this problem is the comparison tree (CT): a rooted, directed, ternary tree in which 
each inner node is labeled with a test “xi : xj” for some i, j E (1, . . . , n}, the three 
edges leaving such a node are labeled with “<“, “=“, “>” respectively, and each 
leaf is labeled with a permutation rr of { 1,. . . , n}. Each instance x = (xi,. . . , x,) 
of the sorting problem determines a path in the tree (start at the root, at nodes with 
label “xi : 5” follow the edge with label p if xipxj for p E {< , = , >}), and thus a 
leaf. The tree is said to sort n objects if the permutation rr at the leaf determined 
by x satisfies x,(,)4 - * - s x,(,) for every input x. As is well known, CT’s that sort 
n inputs must have depth s log n ! = n log n + O(n), and there are CT’s of this depth 
that sort n inputs. 
Following Fredman [3], we consider the following generalization of the sorting 
problem. Let some set r of ordertypes be given. (That means, a set of permutations 
of (1,. . . ) n}; actually, one considers a family of T’s, one for each n.) Now consider 
only CT’s that sort all inputs x whose ordertype belongs to r (the leaf of the CT 
determined by an x with ordertype not in r is irrelevant). What are upper and 
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lower bounds on the depth required for such CT’s? In Kahn and Saks [5] this 
question was settled for an important class of sets r: there it is shown that CT’s of 
depth O(log ITI) are sufficient if r is the set of all linear extensions of some partial 
ordering. Previously, Fredman [3] had proved an upper bound of 2n +O(log Jr]) 
on the depth necessary for an arbitrary L Clearly, log ]r] is always a lower bound 
(the “information theory lower bound”), but n(n) need not be a lower bound, as 
the example of binary search shows (here r is the set of ordertypes of sequences 
(x1, . . ., x,) with x, <. . . <x,,_,). In [3], an example is given where the summand 
2n majorizes log p-1. and actually a lower bound of a(n) holds, namely the problem 
“sort Y+ Z”, where n = m2 for some m, and an input consists of all sums of the 
formyi+zj,lGi,jGm,forsome Y=(y, ,..., y,)andZ=(z ,,..., z,)inR”. 
In this paper, we further investigate the situation where the CT’s are required to 
sort certain sums of components of w = ( wl, . . . , w,) for w E R”. The simplest case 
is “sorting sums of pairs”: 
(i) sort all sums w, + w,, 1 s r < s s m, for w E R”. (The lower bound proof for 
“sorting Y + Z” in [3] does not carry over to this case, since there it was essential 
that the CT could, for example, not compare two differences y,, -y, and vi -yj4. 
But such comparisons are admitted in our case: they correspond to tests w,, + w,, : w,, + 
w,.) 
Further, we consider “sorting sums of up to d components”, where d 2 2 is a 
constant: 
(ii) sort all sums CrGS w,, SG (1, . . . , m}, ISI G d, for w E R”. 
Finally, we consider “sorting all sums of components”: 
(iii) sort all sums CrtS w,, S G (1,. . . , m}, for w E R”. 
More formally, for each rr~ we fix some ordering on the subsets of { 1,. . . , m} 
(once and for all). Then, for any d < m and n = COsssd(y), sequences (CTES w, 1 SE 
(1,. . ., m}, ISlcd) with (w ,,..., w,,,)ER~ can naturally be regarded as elements 
of R” (they form an m-dimensional subspace). We then consider sets r given as 
the collection of ordertypes of all sequences of the form 
(i) (Ls w,ISG{l,..., m], ISIG2), we[w” (here n=m(m+l)/2+1); 
(ii) (Crts w,lS~ {I,. . . , m}, ISI< d), WER”‘, d fixed (here n =CoGi<d(y)); 
(iii) (CrGSw,ISC{l,..., m}), w E R” (here n =2”). 
In all three cases, it is easy to give upper and lower bounds on Ir] whose logarithms 
differ only by a constant factor. To be specific, we note that by a method given in 
[4] we may estimate Irl as follows. Each possible ordertype of a sequence as in (ii) 
corresponds to one and only one facet of the arrangement of the hyperplanes 
bJ~~mlCrES w,. = Crt T w,}, where S, T E (1, . . . , m}, IS], I TI G d, in IL!“. Obviously, 
the number of these hyperplanes is bounded by m2d. In [4] it is shown that the 
number of facets induced by I hyperplanes in R”’ is O(Z”‘). Hence ]rl= O(mzd”) = 
2°(m’ogm) in case (ii). Analogously we see that Ir] = O((3”)“) = 2°(m*) in case (iii). 
On the other hand, we clearly have Irl > m! in case (ii), and, as can be seen by a 
simple induction, Iris 2ocm2) in case (iii). Thus, log ]r] = O(m log m) in case (ii), 
and log Irl= O( m* ) in case (iii). We see that always log ]r] = o(n), so that Fredman’s 
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result gives an upper bound of 2n + o( n) in all three cases. The only lower bounds 
that were previously known are the information theory lower bounds, which equal 
O(log ]rl) and thus are much smaller than the upper bounds. 
In the following, we will show (optimal) lower bounds of n(n) on the depth 
of CT’s that sove problems (i) and (ii), and a lower bound of fi(n”‘) for 
case (iii). 
The principle underlying our proofs has been widely used before (e.g., in [3, 2, 
91, and before these for example in a standard proof for a lower bound for merging 
by comparisons): Suppose a = (a,, . . . , a,) E R” has ordertype in lY Suppose further 
that there are k distinct pairs (i,, j,), I= 1,. . . , k (the “fooling pairs”) such that 
aj, < a,, are subsequent elements in the linear order of a, and suppose that there are 
k other vectors u’ = (a;, . . . , u!,)ER” with ordertype in r such that the ordertype 
of a’ differs from that of a only in one respect, namely that uf, > uj,. Then every 
CT that sorts inputs with ordertypes from I- has depth zk. (On the path in the CT 
taken by a the test “x,, : x,,” must occur for I= 1, . . . , k; otherwise the tree gives an 
erroneous answer for at least one of a and a’.) We can think of the “difficult input” 
a as being the basic object to construct, in such a way that by slightly changing a 
we can make two of its components switch their position, but leave the order fixed 
otherwise- and do this in many different ways. It turns out that this general principle 
has to be supplemented by new ideas for constructing a to make it work in our 
specific context. As a basic tool in the construction we use the method of building 
up inputs from parts of “different orders of magnitude”, or “inaccessibles”, as they 
are called in [l]. 
The present results should be compared with the upper bounds from [6] for the 
depth of linear decision trees that recognize sets defined as unions of certain 
hyperplanes. (Linear decision trees (LDT’s) generalize CT’s in the following way: 
the tests at nodes in the tree are X:=1 LY,X~ : ao, with (Ye, (Y, , . . . , a,, E Z.) It is easy to 
see that the contruction in [6] can be adapted in such a way that for each of the 
problems discussed in the present paper LDT’s of depth 0( m4 log m) are obtained, 
as long as inputs are restricted to the m-dimensional subspace 
respectively 
I( I c wr SG{l,...,rn} )I I WEIR” rc.7 
of R”. 
As we will show, CT’s for these problems must have depth a(n). This large (in 
the case of “sorting all sums”, exponential) difference in computing power enhances 
an (incomparable) result by Snir [8], which showed that some problems in R” 
(unrestricted domain!) defined in terms of inequalities xi < xj can be solved faster 
(by a constant factor) by LDT’s than by CT’s 
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove the lower bound for 
“sorting sums of pairs”, in Section 3 for “sums of up to d components”, and in 
Section 4 for the case of “sorting arbitrary sums”. (It is clear that Section 2 treats 
a special case of the result of Section 3, but the proof for two summands is much 
more transparent, so for normal expository reasons it is given separately.) 
2. An optimal lower bound for sorting sums of pairs 
In this section, we consider case (i) from our list. 
Theorem 2.1. Let n = -$m( m + 1) + 1. Then every comparison tree for n inputs that sorts 
all sequences of the form 
Sc{l,..., m}, ISI< , WELV, 
has depth 2 lm/7J’= n(n). 
Remark 2.2. This also holds if the CT only works for inputs with w EN” and for 
w’s for which all the sums CrGS w, are different. (The “hard” inputs we will construct 
will use w’s consisting of positive rational numbers, and all the sums CrtS w, will 
be different. Since the problem is homogeneous, one can multiply all components 
by their common denominator to obtain integers.) Using a lemma from the theory 
of linear inequalities (see, e.g., [7, p. 3191) we see that even inputs with WE 
{1,2, . . . , mm}m are sufficient to force the lower bound. (This lemma says that if a 
system of inequalities Aw? 6 with A a (-1, 0, 1}-matrix and b a (0, I}-vector has a 
solution w E R”, then it has a solution in {1,2,. . . , mm}“.) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the same lower bound for the restriction of the 
ELEMENT DISTINCTNESS problem to inputs with the ordertypes we consider. 
Corollary 2.3. Let m, n be as in Theorem 2.1. Then every comparison tree for n inputs 
that, for all inputs of the form 
( I 
c w, SG{l,..., m}, (SIG2 
> 
, WELT!“, 
rts 
decides whether all components are distinct has depth Cl(n). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 also supports the following stronger version, expressed 
in geometrical terms. 
Corollary 2.4. There is a convex cone (i.e., a convex polytope bounded by hyperplanes 
through the origin) in R” with > lm/7] 2 many facets, so that all bounding hyperplanes 
of the cone have the form 
c w, = c wr where S, Tc{l,.. ., m}, ISI, ITIs2. 
Tt s ?-t r 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1 
The proof follows the principle described in Section 1. Let m be fixed. We construct 
a=(C,,,w,IScU,..., m}, ISI ~2) by defining w = (wl,. . . , w,). For p := [m/7] 
(w.1.o.g. 7 divides m), group the m components wr, . . . , w, into four blocks as 
follows: 
Ul, . . . , U2pr Yl, . . ., Yp, 
The “fooling pairs” have the form 
=I 9.. . > =p, 211,. f ., %p. 
u&+v,:y;+zj, l<i,j<p, k=i+j, I=i+2j; 
that is, we propose to show that for all i, j E (1,. . . , p} we can produce an input aV 
such that its ordertype is obtained from that of a by switching the positions of these 
two components. uG will be obtained from a by (slightly) changing the U- and 
v-components in w, leaving the y- and z-components fixed. 
Before formally defining w, a, and a”, we give some motivation for the way this 
definition is chosen. 
Remark 2.5 (Different “fooling pairs” must not be too similar). If 
wq + W” < w, + wr4 and wh + wr6 < w,, + w,, 
are distinct “fooling pairs” as described in the introduction, then there can be at 
most one element in 
({r l, r2)n{r5, rJ)u({r3, rJn{r,, rx)). 
Namely, suppose for example that r, = r,, r, = r,. Then the difference (w,+ WJ - 
(w,+ wl,) changes its sign (but it should not) when w is changed to the variation 
w’ with wLl+ w:,> wL3+ wi, and then to the variation w” with wF5+ wF6> wl:,+ w’:,. 
Observe that our choice of the fooling pairs is such that this problem is avoided: 
if uk + vI : yi + zj is a fooling pair, then any two of the indices i, j, k, I determine the 
other two. 
Remark 2.6 (A “blow-up trick”). It is not hard to see that if w,, + w” < w, + wr4 is a 
“fooling pair” in a, and w’ is the variation of w with w:, + wi2 > w:, + wL4, asdescribed 
in the introduction, then the relation between differences w,, - w,~, wr, - w,~ must not 
change when moving from w to w’ (except if these differences are +( w,, - w~J, k( wV4 - 
w,)), since 
is really a difference of sums, which must not change its sign. The observation entails 
that in general we cannot make the two sums of a “fooling pair” switch their 
positions by just changing single components of w. To overcome this difficulty, we 
use the following effect, which might be called a “blow-up trick”. 
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LetQ<~<E<m~3,where~lE<m-3 . Consider the two “grids” defined by ek := ke 
for lsksp, and _&:=ks(l-(k+l)n) for Osksp+l. Clearly, the two grids 
interleave as follows: 
f, < e, < f2 < e, < . * * <f, < ep. 
Let i E (1,. . . , p} be arbitrary. Since the differences F~ := fk -fk_, = ~(l -2kT) are 
decreasing for k = 1,2,. . . , p, it is clear that there is a “blow-up factor” b, such that 
bi.c, > E > biEi+, . Once such a factor b, is fixed, it is also clear that there is an “offset” 
ci such that with f; := bifk - ci, for 0~ kc p+ 1, the modified (blown up, shifted) 
f-grid interleaves with the e-grid as follows: 
f{<e,<. ..<f:~,<e,~,<e,<f:<fj+,<e,+,<...<f:,<e,. 
(The only change is that f; < ei but f i > e,.) This is achieved without destroying the 
property that f L+, - L IS 
it is easy to find thai . d 
ecreasing. Once the requirements for bi and c, are clear, 
b,:=1+(2i+l)n and cj:=~~(iZ-m3~) 
are suitable choices. Below, this trick will be applied twofold, in a nested manner. 
The sums of the form y, + z, form the (rigid) grid corresponding to the e-grid, and 
the uk’s and ZI[‘s form two (flexible) grids analogous to the f-grid. 
Definition of a 
Choose natural numbers U < Y < 2 < V such that all sums of up to two of them 
are different, excepting that 2-t Y = U + K Further, choose positive rational num- 
bers F, 6, 7, CL, V, so that E, S/s, 77/S, p/78, V/P cm-‘. Let the “perturbation 
terms” pi, vj (whose only purpose is to make the components of a different) be 
/_!,i := i(i+ 1)/A, Vj:=j(j+l)V for 1 s i, j < p. 
Now we can define the components of w: 
y;:= Y+i(&+S)+p, for lsicp, 
zi:=Z+j(a+2S)-tvj for lsjGj7, 
uk:= U+k&(l-(k+l)q) for lSk<2p, 
zI,:= v+IS(l-(I-t-l)r,) for 1<1<3p. 
Finally, we let 
a := ( I c W, Sr{i,...,ml, ISIS2 ER”, TES > 
where 
w=(w L,..., w,)=(u, ,..., ~*p,yl,...,Yp,zl,..., zp,ul,...,~3p). 
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Definition of aii 
Foreachpairi,jE{l,... , p}, we define a modified version 
WV = (NJ?, . . . ) w$J = (uy, . . . ) u&, y,, . . . ) yp, 21). . . , zp, vy, . . . ) z$) 
of w. Let k := i +j and I:= i + 2j. First, define “blow-up factors” 
bv:= 1+7(2k+l) and dq:= l+n(21+1) 
and “offsets” 
cti := nsk2 - 7j2em3 and eti := $12 - v26m3. 
Now let 
u$,:= U+b,,k’e(l-(k’+l)T)-c, for lsk’<2p, 
us:= V+d,1’6(1-(/‘+1)7)-e, for 1<1’<3p, 
and finally 
a Ij := ( I c WY Sc{l,. . . , m}, ISIS2 rss > 
In the remainder of this section it is shown that the inputs a and a’, 1 s i, j s p, 
are as required. For this, fix i, j E { 1, . . . , p} and let k:= i+j and I:= i+2j. We must 
show that the only differences between the ordertypes of a and a’ is that 
yi+zj>uk+v, but y;+z,<u~+v;(. 
Let S, Tc{l,..., m}, ISI, I TI s 2, S # T. Define 
A := C w,- C W, and Av:= C ,,,;- C W,“. 
rts ?-ET r‘Z.S rt T 
Since we have chosen E, 6, 7, p, and v small enough, and since the coefficients with 
these numbers in the definition of the components w, are Sam’, we can write 
A = h, + h,e + h3S + h,v& + h,$ + h,+ + h,v, 
for uniquely determined integers h, , . . . , h,, with 1 h,l s m2 for 2 s us 7. Further- 
more, it is clear from the definitions that 
lu~~-uk~~~2~~rn2 for 1s k’s2p, and 
Iv;I-v,.lG27j4m2 for l<Z’<3p. 
So if one of h, , h,, h, is nonzero, clearly, IA I > $S and IA” - A I ~$6; hence A and 
A” have the same sign. Thus, we can assume w.1.o.g. that h, = h2 = h3 = 0; that is 
A=h4qx+h5$+h6~+h,v. 
In particular, since h, = 0, the integer parts of the summands in CrtS w, and CrG 7 w, 
must cancel each other. This, together with the way we have chosen U, V, Y, Z, 
implies that one of the following two cases applies. 
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Case 1: The number of components of type uk’ ( uIt, yi,y Zj* respectively) is the 
same in CrES w, and CrE ,- w,. (For example, CrES w, is ~1, + z,, and CreT w, is uI, + Zj> .) 
This means that A is a sum of up to two differences of the form uk, - uk,, t+, - uI,, 
yi, -yi,, zj, - zj2. (The same type of difference may occur twice.) 
Claim 1. A # 0. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that A = 0. Then h, = h5 = h6 = h, = 0. Assume 
for example that A = ( uk, - uk,) + (w,, - wr,) for certain k,, k2, r, , I-,, where k, # k,. 
Then w,, - w, must be of the form uk3- uk,, since otherwise h4= 
(k,(k,+l)-k,(k,+l))#O. Hence A=uk,-ukz+uuk3-uk4, for certain k,,...,k4. 
Since h2 = h3 = 0, we have 
k,-k,+k,-k,=O, 
and since h, = 0, we have 
(k,(k,+l)-k,(k,+l))+(k,(k,+l)-k,(k,+l))=O. 
The last two equations together imply {k, , k3} = { kz, k4}, that is, S = T, a contradic- 
tion. If A does not contain u-components, we argue similarly for U- (or y-, or z-) 
components. (Here we make use of the “perturbation terms” j_~;. and vi,.) 0 
Since A # 0, one of h4, h5, hbr h, is nonzero. Since A is a sum of differences of 
variables of the same type, it follows from the definition of wU that 
A ri = bjjh4ve + d,h,$ + h,p + h, v, 
hence 
A”-A=(bv-l)h4~~+(dq-1)h5~6 
= (2k-t l)h,n2s + (21+ 1)h5v26, 
by the definition of b, and d,. The last difference has absolute value <A both if 
h, # 0 and if h, = 0, h5 # 0; and if h, = h, = 0, we even have A = A ii. So in all these 
cases, A and A” have the same sign. 
Case 2: zreS w,. = yi,+ zj, and EYE T w, = uk’+ v,,, for certain i’, j’, k’, I’. (If 
necessary, we interchange S and T.) By our assumption, h2 = h3 = 0; hence we must 
have k’ = i’+ j’, I’ = i’+ 2j’. Thus 
A =/_~~.+v~~+k’(k’+1)~~+1’(l’+l)n8>0. 
Further, i = i’ and j = j’ if and only if k = k’ and 1 = 1’. Thus, to prove the theorem, 
it suffices to show the following. 
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Claim 2: A”<0 if and only if i’= i andj’=j. 
(Once Claim 2 is proved, we are done with the proof of Theorem 2.1: It shows 
that yi+zj<u~+vy, and we have seen that y,+ zj > uk + v,. On the other hand, it 
shows that yi + z,, u2-t vji are the only components of a that switch positions if we 
change to a”: if A” < 0, then i = i’ and j = j’, hence k’ = k and I’ = 1.) 
Proof. Using that k’ = i’+ j’, 1’ = i’+ 2j’, write 
A”=(E~‘+~~‘+/L~,+v,) 
-(1+(2k+l)n)k’E(l-(k’+l)n)+c,, 
-(1+(21+1)n)/‘6(1-(I’+l)~)+e,,, 
and assume A ii G 0. Substituting the definitions of cii and eq and collecting terms 
with 7.~ and 76 in this expression yields 
Ali=[-(2k+l)k’+(k’+l)k’+k2]~e+[-(21+l)l’+(l’+l)1’+12]77~+~, 
for some 5 with ~LJ<;+. For A” to be nonpositive, the coefficient of 7~ must be 
~0. For k’ varying, it assumes its minimum, which is 0, for k = k’. Hence this 
coefficient is 0. Similarly we see that the coefficient with 76 vanishes, and that I= I’. 
Thus, i = 2k - I= 2k’ - 1’ = i’, and hence j = j’. 
To prove the converse, assume i = i’, j = j’. This implies k = k’, 1 = I’, and, substitut- 
ing from the definitions of c,; and e,;, 
A”=(k+1)2k~2e-m3~2e+(Z+1)21~28-m3~2~<0, 
as was to be shown. This finishes the proof of Claim 2, and the proof of Theorem 
2.1. q 
3. Sorting sums of a bounded number of summands 
We generalize Theorem 2.1 and its proof to sums of more than two summands. 
The proof has the same basic structure as that of Theorem 2.1, but its greater 
complexity seems to justify that at least the main steps are written out in detail. 
Also note that here it is much more conspicuous how the components of w are built 
up from numbers of very different order of magnitude, thus facilitating the 
verification that the construction works as desired. This feature of the proof is an 
instance of what is called “the use of ‘inaccessible’ numbers” in [I]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let d 2 2, n =Ce=&T). Then every comparison tree for n inputs that 
sorts all sequences of the form 
( I 
c w, SC(l)..., m}, [Slsd 
V‘ZS > 
, WE[W~, 
has depth R( m”) = Cl(n). (This is optimal.) 
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Remark 3.2. For d 3 3 and m large enough (if d 3 5, it is sufficient if m 2 dd), a 
lower bound for the depth is md/dd’. (We will see this in the proof.) Further, 
Remark 2.2 and the corollaries following Theorem 2.1 apply here, mutatis mutandis, 
too. 
Remark 3.3. The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be generalized so as to show that slightly 
more general decision trees-linear decision trees that can perform tests 
“C rtS a,w, :CrETPrw,” for cr,, & E N and ISI, (TI G d-still satisfy the lower bound 
of Theorem 3.1. (Here, the “hard” inputs depend on the size of the coefficients LX,, pr.) 
Corollary 3.4. Let 2 < d <log m/log log m, for some suficiently large m (m 2 dd is 
enough if d 2 5). Then every comparison tree that sorts all sequences 
SG{I ,..., m}, ISlsd , WEW, 
has depth zrnd(‘-‘) for p := d log log m/log m. This lower bound is sn’-‘, where n 
is as in Theorem 3.1. 
This follows easily from Remark 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. 
We follow the principle described in Section 1. Also note that the proof parallels 
that of Theorem 2.1. Fix m. We construct a = (Clcs w, I S c (1,. . . , m}, ISI s d) by 
defining w E Iw”. Group the,components w, , . . . , w, into 2d blocks as follows: 
w=(wr,...,w,) 
for certain p, q,, . . . , qd EN (to be defined below). We want to construct w in such 
a way that for every choice of i, , . . . , id E { 1, . . . , p} there are k, , . . . , kd for which 
are neighbors when a is linearly ordered, and can be made switch positions by 
slightly altering w, without causing any changes elsewhere in the order. (By the 
principle described in Section 1, this gives a lower bound of pd on the depth of 
CT’s that sort such inputs.) Again, we easily see that different “fooling pairs” must 
not have ad components of w in common (cf. Remark 2.5), that is, the mapping 
(jr,..., id)++(k,, . . . , kd) must be such that if (i,, . . . , id), (k,, . . . , kd) and 
(ii,. . . , i;), (k;, . . . , k&) are two different pairs associated with each other, then the 
two sequences (i,, . . . , id, k,, . . . , kd) and (ii,. . . , il, k;, . . . , k>) have cd com- 
ponents in common. To achieve this, we let this mapping be determined by 
(k ,,..., kd)=(il ,..., id)A for ICi ,,..., idsp, 
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where A = (cx,,)~~~,~~~ E Ndxd is defined by (Y,, := cr-‘. (More generally, A could 
be any matrix with components in N all of whose square submatrices are regular.) 
We determine the sizes of the 2d blocks: 
d+ C %, 
lsc,isd )J 
and q,:=p for lcr<d. 
Note. A simple calculation shows that p z m/dd for d 2 3 and m large enough 
(m 2 800 is sufficient for d = 3, 4, and m 2 dd is sufficient for d 2 5). Hence CT’s 
that sort inputs of the kind described in the theorem have to have depth amd/dd2, 
if we can construct the inputs described above. For simplicity, we will assume that 
d+C I=_=‘, ff,, divides m. 
Definition of a 
Choose natural numbers U,, . . . , ud, Yr, . . . , Yd such that all sums of up to d 
of these numbers (with repetitions allowed) are different, excepting that U, +. . . + 
u, = Y,+’ . . Yd. Further, let O< E < m-2d-2 and define p := .s3d2. Now let 
2d-1 
%,k := UT+k.sT-k(k+1)~dt7- C kp.c2dTtp for l<r<d, lsksq,. 
p=3 
Note. The “p-sums” are perturbation terms that are needed to make all components 
of a different. 
Finally, we let 
SE{l,..., m}, ISI s d E R”, 
where w=(w,,...,w,) 
=(y1,,...,Ylp,...,yd1,...,Ydpr 
ull, . . . , h,ql, . . . 9 udl, . . . , ud,qd 1. 
Dejinition of a’ 
For each i=(i ,,..., id)E{l,... , p}” we define ai as follows. First, let 
k:=(k, ,..., kd):=(il ,..., id)A. 
Define “blow-up factors” 
b::=1+sd(2k,+l), l<rcd, 
and “offsets” 
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Then let 
Zd--l 
u:,k:= U,+b:k~‘(l-(k+l)ed)-cl- 1 kpE2dT+p, 
p=3 
for 1 G T s d, 1 G k s q7. Finally, let 
rvi:= (wf,. . .) wfJ:= (y I,,. . . ,Ylp,. . .,Yd,, . . . ,_y+, 
and 
I I I 
uIl,. . . , ul,yl,. . . , Udlr . . . , ud,q,, i 1 
ss{l,..., ml, ISId . 
We must show that for each i = (i, , . . . , id) the only difference between the ordertypes 
of u and a’ is that 
Unfortunately, there seems to be no other way to do this than by cumbersome 
calculations. The principle that we will tacitly use throughout the following is that 
F is so small that in the sums CrES w,, CrtT w,, etc. the coefficients with different 
powers of E do not interfere. 
Let S, T&(1,..., m}, ISI, 1 TI c d, S f T. We can assume that S n T # 8. 
Define 
A:= x w,- C w, and A’:= 1 wi- 1 wt. 
rts vi T t-GS PET 
We must show that A and Af have different signs if and only if they are the differences 
of the sums in (*). By our definitions of the components of w and wi, we can write 
6dZ hd’ 
A = 1 hi,< and A’= 1 hie<, 
<=” c=o 
for uniquely determined integers h,, hk, 0 s &‘< 6d*, where Ihil, 1 hiI c mzd+’ for 
1 G i G 6d2. Since 
Iu~,~ - u+ G mZdedtT for 1 s 7~ d, 1~ k 4 qT, 
as immediately follows from the definitions, we have h, = hi for 0~ CG d. So if one 
of these coefficients is nonzero, clearly, A and A’ have the same sign. Thus, we can 
assume w.1.o.g. that 
h,=hi=O forOsc<d. (1) 
We define 
Z::={ill s i G p, Y,~ is w, for some r E S}, lcucd, 
J~:={k/l~k~q,, u,k is w, forsome rES}, l<Tsd, 
Z,T:={ill s is p, y,; is w, for some r E T}, l<a<d, 
JT := {k 11 G k G ql, u,,k is w, for some r E T}, 1sTsd. 
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Since S n T = 0, we have I: n IT = 0 and Jf n JT = 0. With these definitions, A and 
A’ can be written as follows: 
(2) 
(2’) 
Equation (1) means that the coefficients with E( in the summands of CrtS w, and 
c Tc r w,. cancel each other for 0 s &‘s d. For C = 0 this means 
?, (iZs,t-tZ:l)r;&, (iJ$I-1J,7jW,=O, (3) 
and for 1s 5s d we get, using the definitions of y,,, and u,,k: 
(4) 
Equation (3) asserts that two sums of sd summands out of CJ,, . . . , U,, Y,, . . . , Yd 
are equal. Hence, by the way these integers were chosen, one of the following two 
cases applies. 
Case 1: The equality is trivial, that is, 
1Z~l=1Z~l for lsasd, and IJ;I=IJ~I for lGr<d. 
Thus, in (4) the differences ziGI; i-C,.,,;i for Z:=@ and CkCJ; k-CkcJTk for 
Js = 0 all vanish. That is, (4) asserts that the vector consisting of the d numbers 
Ci- CTi, ZZZ0, 
I c I ;: 
C.k- C k J:f0, 
is,,, ktJ: ktJ; 
and d-~{~I~~#0}~-~{~~/~#0}~ many O’s 
solves a homogeneous system of equations whose matrix is obtained from A by 
replacing the a-th row by e,, the o-th unit vector, for all u with Zz = 0. But this 
matrix is regular, since all square submatrices of A are, by choice of A. Hence the 
solution to this sytem is trivial, and we get 
,cT:i= CTi for lsasd, and Ck= C k for lsrsd. 
iEI,, ktJ: ktJ,T 
(5) 
Since lJsl= lJ:l for 1 s TG d, all the “offsets” occurring in A’ cancel each other. 
More precisely, we get from (2), (2’), (5), and the definitions of Y~,~ and u,,k that 
A-A’= ; (b;-1) 1 k(k+l)- 1 k(k+l) .sTtd 
r=l ( kiJ: ktJ; > 
= ; (2k,+l) 1 k(k+l)- 1 k(k+l) .s~+*~ 
7=1 ktJ; ktJ: > 
= &2ki+ l)hd+TE7+2d. 
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If h, # 0 for some 5 E {d + 1, . . . , 2d}, let d + 7. be the smallest such 5. Then from 
(1) it follows that A and h,,, have the same sign (in particular, A # 0), and from 
the last equation it follows that 
lAi-AI<1(2k,+2)hd+70~T+2dl<lAI, 
so A’ and A have the same sign. Thus, we can assume from here on that 
h,=O for 0<5<2d. (6) 
This immediately implies that A = A’. All that remains to be shown to finish Case 
1 is the following. 
Claim 1. A # 0. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that A = 0, that is, that h, = 0 for 0~ &‘s 6d2. 
Substituting (5) and (6) into (2), together with the definition of Y,,~ and r&k, yields 
O=A 
+ j, ;I; (k& kp - ktCJT kp)&2di+p. 
J T 
All coefficients with different powers of E vanish. That is, 
I, ip- C,i”=O for 2sp<2d, lsusd, 
(r is,,, 
1. kP- C kP=O for 3<p<2d, l<r<d. 
ksJ; 
(7) 
(8) 
Suppose (for a contradiction) that Jf#@ for some 7. Equations (5), (6), and the 
assumption for Case 1 together imply that the equality in (8) actually holds for all 
p, 0 s p < 2d. This means that the matrix whose 21JfI columns consist of the powers 
kP (0 c p G 2d) for k E Js u J,’ (note that these are all different integers) has rank 
<21JfI. But this cannot be the case, since for example the first 21JfI rows of this 
matrix are linearly independent. We conclude that Js = 0 for 1 s T s d. 
Similarly, we get from (7), (5), and the assumption for Case 1 that 1: =P, for 
1 s CT< d. Thus, we have shown that S = 0, hence (by the assumption for Case 1) 
T =0, which contradicts our initial assumption S # T. This finishes the proof of 
Claim 1, and thus Case 1. 0 
Case 2. Equation (3) isreally U,+...+U,=Y,+...+Y,;thatis, 
II:1 = IJ:I = 1 and 1: = Js = 0 for 1 G a, r s d (or vice versa). 
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Let ib be the unique element of 1: for 1 =G u G d, and let k: be the unique element 
of JT for 1 s r s d. Then (2) turns into 
A= i Y,iL- i %, k: , (9) 
-=I r=l 
and (2’) becomes 
A’= ; y,,i;- ; u$+ (9’) 
m=1 7=1 
Equation (4) turns into 
? iba,, =k: for lSr<d, (10) 
cr=, 
which is just 
(ii,. . . , i&)A = (ki, . . . , k>). (10’) 
This implies, by the regularity of A and the definition of k: 
i,=ib for l<asd ifandonlyif k,=k: for lsrsd. (11) 
Substituting from the definitions into (9) and canceling according to (10) yields 
A = ~ ~ ‘~’ i~pg’drr+P+ ~ k:(k:+ 1)Fd+T+‘~’ k:pg’dr+P> 0. 
rr=l p=2 r=, p=3 
Thus, taking (11) into account, it is enough to prove the following. 
Claim2. A’<Oifandonlyif(i, ,..., id)=(i{ ,..., i&). 
Proof. Assume first that A’ G 0. Then it is clear (from (1)) that ha+, s 0. But 
ha+,=-(2k,+l)k;+(k;+l)k;+kf, 
regarded as a function of k:, attains its minimum, which is 0, for k: = k,. Hence 
hi,, = 0, and II:+, must be nonpositive. Repeating this argument, we find that hi = 0 
for d+lsls2d, and that k,=k: for 1 S T S d. Applying (1 l), we get i,, = i: for 
lcasd. 
For the converse, assume that (i,, . . . , id) = (ii, . . . , i&). This implies 
(k,,..., kd)=(k;,...,k&),and 
hi rtd = -(2k,+l)k:+(k:+l)+kf=O for 1SrSd. 
Finally, substituting the definitions of ut,k and Y,,~ into (9’), and simplifying, we 
obtain 
Ai= ; p2y 
d 2d-1 
iPE2d”+P+ 1 c k/JE2dT+P 
rr=l p=2 7=1 p=3 
+ ; (Ed+7k;_E2d+rm2d2)_ ; kz8d+’ 
r=, 7=* 
+ ; k,EdtTEd(2k,+1)<0, 
r=, 
as was to be shown. This finishes Case 2 and the proof of Theorem 3.1. q 
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4. A lower bound for sorting arbitrary sums 
Theorem 4.1. Let n = 2”. Then every comparison tree for inputs from R” that sorts all 
sequences of the form 
has depth 22 Lm’3J = cR( n”‘). 
Note. The two corollaries following Theorem 2.1 apply here, mutatis mutandis, too. 
Proof. When phrased in geometrical terms, the principle for our lower bound proofs 
formulated in Section 1 says that it suffices to show that for every m the following 
is true: 
(A,) There are points w = (w,, . . . , w,) and w’ = (w{, . . , w:), 1 G 1 s 2”“‘, in OX”‘, 
none of them lying on a hyperplane of the form 
c ur = c 0, where S, Ts{l,. . . , m}, (*) 
rGS TC T 
such that for every 1 the straight line from w to w’ intersects exactly one 
hyperplane (called H,) of type (*), and If, # H,, for 1s I# 1’ s 2”“. 
(Note that the sets S, T in (*) are uniquely determined by the hyperplane if we 
demand that S n T = fl and Clc T w, < CriS w,. In this case, for every U with U n 
(S u T) = 8, the elements zriSv U u, and clc Tv U v,. will switch their positions in the 
sequence (Lts v,ISC{L...,mI), when v crosses the hyperplane (*).) 
We prove (A,) by induction on m, where 3)m. The case m = 3 is trivial. So assume 
m 2 3, and fix points w and w’ and hyperplanes H, (1 G 14 2”“‘) as described in 
(A,). For each 1, fix the (unique) disjoint sets S,, T, E (1,. . , m} with 
and c w, < c w,. 
ET, ES, 
We choose E > 0 so small that for all 1, for all v on the straight line from w to w’, 
and for all S, Ts{l,. . . , m} with {uEIW~(C~~~ v,=C~~~U~}# H, we have 
1 v, - c v, 3 E. 
t-t.7 t-t T 
Choose w,,,+*> w,,,+~ > Clsrsrn w, with w,,,+~- w,,,+] < E. Further, choose w,,,+~> 
w,+] + w,,,+~ with w,+~- (w,+, + w,+z) <F. Observe that for arbitrary S, T c 
11,. . . , ml with LTW~<C,,S w, the sums formed by these together with 
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W m+l, wfn+2, W m+3 are arranged as follows: 
c w,< c W,<%I+,f c wr<wm+2+ c wr 
rt T rtS ,tT t-t T 
< wf?l+, + c w,<w,+2+ c W,<W,+,+wW,+2+ c wr 
t-ES rt.5 t-c T 
< wnl+3 + c W,<W,+,fW,+2f c w,<wm+3+ c wr 
YET t-ES t-CS 
< Wf?l+l+ wm+3+ c wr, (12) 
?-CT 
by the choice of E and w,+,, w,,,+~, w,,,+~. 
In the following, we show how for each I we can change (w, , . . . , w,,,+~) in two 
different ways, each time crossing exactly one hyperplane of the type 
{ I 
u E Is!“+’ c ur = c ur 
riS t-i T 1 
, (**) 
so that different hyperplanes are crossed for different I. Fix 1. 
We describe the first change in detail. Move in Rm+3 along straight lines as follows: 
Start from (w,, . . . , w,+~ ). Leaving w,,, fixed, change w,,,+~ and w,,,+~ to new 
numbers w;+~ and wkt3 such that 
0 < wk+* - w,,, < Wm+3 - (w,,, + w,+2) = J4L+3 - (Wmt, + wl,+,) < E. 
Let IV’:= (w,, . . . , w,, w,+, , wkt2, WA,,). Ob serve that w’ also satisfies (12), 
hence no hyperplane of type (**) separates w and w’. Then, leaving w,,,+,, wLt2, 
I w,,,+~ fixed, move along the line from w to 10’ in the first m components 
of (w,, . . f , w,, W,+1, 4n+z, &+3). If s and ‘T are such that H1 # 
{UE~mlCriS ~1, = zrCT. v,}, then (2.1,) . . . , u,, w,,, , wL+~, wi+)) will satisfy (12) for 
all u on the line from w to w’, since, by the choice of E, 
c zI,- c u,~8~w~+3-(w,+,+~~+z)>w~+*-w,+, 
rt.5 rtT 
for all these u. However, 
c w,- c w,> Wi?l+3-(W,+,+wW+2)> wL+2-w,+, 
?-ES, IE T, 
>o> 1 w;- c w:, 
rcS, t-E 7, 
so for some o on the straight line from w to w’ we have 
win+3 - (w,+,+dn+z)> c nr- c &‘4n+*-wm+,, 
,iS, f-c T, 
that is 
w,+,+ c v,<mL+,+ c z1,<w,+,+ c v,<win+,+ c 4, 
TE T, rt T, t-is, ES, 
w,+,+ wA+tz+ c u, < w,+,+ J&+2+ c u,< wk+3+ c vr< J&+3+ c 24, 
ET{ ES, IE T, ES, 
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that is, w’ and (v,, . . . , ZI,, w,+,, wL+*, wkt3) are separated by the hyperplane 
1 I 
UERmt3 c u,+u,+l+u,+~= c u,+uu,+j . 
ES, rt r, I 
We let w’i := (v,, . . . , a,, wm+,, wk+*, wkt3). 
To find a second variation of (w,, . . . , wmt3 ) separated from this point by only 
one hyperplane of type (**), we start from (w,, . . . , w,,,+~) again, and, leaving w,+~ 
and w,,,+~ fixed, change w,,,+~ to wk,, in such a way that 
~<~~+3-(W,+,-W,+2)~W,+2-W,+1<E. 
Let W”:= ( wl, . . . , w,+~, w:+~ ). Now, just as before, leave the last three components 
fixed and move in the first m components on the straight line from w to w’. Arguing 
as above, we see that the first hyperplane of type (**) crossed on this path is 
1 I 
UERmt3 c u,+u,+,= c u,+umt2 . 
rt.S, rtr, I 
So there is a w” that is separated from w only by this hyperplane. Since this can 
be done for every 1, we can actually cross 2 * 2”13 different hyperplanes of type (**), 
by slightly altering (w, , . . . , w,,,+~ ). This finishes the induction step. IZI 
5. Concluding remarks 
Although Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to slightly more powerful decision trees 
(see Remark 3.3), the proof method will not work for linear decision trees whose 
tests involve more than 2d variables. But it seems possible that still a lower bound 
larger than the information theory bound holds. Similarly, it is open if the lower 
bound of Theorem 4.1 (sorting arbitrary sums) holds for linear decision trees that 
can perform tests like “CIGrGrn CX,W, : a,,” for certain (small) CY~, (Y, , . . . , a, E Z. Also, 
it would be of interest to show an exponential (in m) lower bound for the Knapsack 
problem “is w E {w E [w”’ ]CrtS w, = 1 for some S E (1, . . . , m}}?” on decision trees 
that can use tests “CrtS w, : CrsT w,” and “EYES w, : l?“. In [9] and in [l] some partial 
results in this direction are given, but it seems that in all cases new techniques have 
to be found in order to find complete answers. As mentioned before, there is a limit 
to such generalizations: using arbitrary linear tests with integer coefficients, linear 
decision trees can solve all the problems discussed in this section in depth 
O(m4 log m) [6]. It might be interesting to try to find the boundary (in terms of the 
size of the coefficients) where our lower bounds yield to the upper bound from [6]. 
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